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My god, I think they had this all wrong. 
 
The timing in this whole thing directly parallels all the
developments in the Katie Johnson case.

She went with the Daily Mail. 

Woman who alleged she was raped by Donald Trump DROPS case
'Katie Johnson's' shocking allegations first emerged in a bombshell lawsuit filed in
California in April this year - but now it has been dropped, DailyMail.com has
learned.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3894806/Woman-alleged-raped-Donald-Trum…

They call Keith Davidson "Keith" elsewhere, not "The 'Agent'," which is likely Lisa

Bloom or Al Taylor. 
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Show me the phone number, and I'll tell you which.

The thing that could look bad for everyone? 

 

An interview was set up with CNN.

November 4 was the day that Pizzagate started. 

 

The day that Katie "disappeared."

I mean, FFS. 

 

There were EXACTLY 6 stories written about it.
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So. This is as far as I've gotten, but the timeline of communications is TIGHT with the

developments in the Katie Johnson story, including some other things that are not

public knowledge at this time.

I'll add more later, but for now, if you think I'm a nutter for wondering...here are

some questions: 

 

Why make large payments in excess of the $10K BSA reporting threshold?  

 

Why make it so easy to find out where the $ came from and went?

Unless you want to make it easy for investigators to find the transactions, it doesn't

make sense. 

 

I've got more work to do here, but here's the deal: 

I don't know what's going on with these filings, and if the Special Agent was unaware

of the KJ case, but

Just given the timing of everything, if I were writing this book, Stormy Daniels would

have been little more than cover in case anyone started poking around for attempts to

silence the Katie Johnson story. 

 

And I'd check those Signal logs for 11/2-11/4, for sure.

Then again, who am I to guess?  

 

I'm just somebody who designed a system that's used to track bank fraud and

financial crimes across jurisdictions, and who helped put one serial predator in

politics in prison. 

 

I could be wrong. But it's worth a look.
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